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We propose to enhance the kaon identification capabilities of the GlueX detector by constructing
an FDIRC (Focusing Detection of Internally Reflected Cherenkov) detector utilizing the decom-
missioned BaBar DIRC components. The GlueX FDIRC would significantly enhance the GlueX
physics program by allowing one to search for and study hybrid mesons decaying into kaon final
states. Such systematic studies of kaon final states are essential for inferring the quark flavor con-
tent of hybrid and conventional mesons. The GlueX FDIRC would reuse one-third of the synthetic
fused silica bars that were utilized in the BaBar DIRC. A new focussing photon camera, read out
with large area photodetectors, would be developed.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION9

The GlueX experiment, currently under construction10

and scheduled to start running in Hall D at Jefferson11

Lab in 2015, will provide the data necessary to construct12

quantitative tests of non-perturbative QCD by studying13

the spectrum of light-quark mesons. The primary goal14

of the GlueX experiment is to search for and study the15

spectrum of so-called hybrid mesons that are formed by16

exciting the gluonic field that couples the quarks. QCD-17

based calculations predict the existence of hybrid meson18

states, including several that have exotic quantum num-19

bers that cannot be formed from a simple quark/anti-20

quark pair. To achieve its goal, GlueX must system-21

atically study all possible decay modes of conventional22

and hybrid mesons, including those with kaons. The ad-23

dition of a Cherenkov-based particle identification sys-24

tem utilizing the BaBar DIRC (Detection of Internally25

Reflected Cherenkov) components will dramatically in-26

crease the number of potential hybrid decay modes that27

GlueX can access and will reduce the experimental back-28

grounds from misidentified particles in each mode. This29

enhanced capability will be crucial in order for the GlueX30

experiment to realize its full discovery potential.31

In this section we motivate the GlueX experiment and32

discuss the importance of kaon identification in the con-33

text of the GlueX physics program. The subsequent34

section discusses the baseline GlueX design and run35

plan. Both of these sections are largely reproduced from36

Refs. [1, 2], documents that were developed jointly by the37

GlueX Collaboration.38

A. The GlueX experiment39

A long-standing goal of hadron physics has been to un-40

derstand how the quark and gluonic degrees of freedom41

that are present in the fundamental QCD Lagrangian42

manifest themselves in the spectrum of hadrons. Of par-43

ticular interest is how the gluon-gluon interactions might44

give rise to physical states with gluonic excitations. One45

class of such states is the hybrid meson, which can be46

naively thought of as a quark anti-quark pair coupled to a47

valence gluon (qq̄g). Recent lattice QCD calculations [3]48

predict a rich spectrum of hybrid mesons. A subset of49

these hybrids has an exotic experimental signature: an-50

gular momentum (J), parity (P ), and charge conjugation51

(C) that cannot be created from just a quark-antiquark52

pair. The primary goal of the GlueX experiment in53

Hall D is to search for and study these mesons.54

Our understanding of how gluonic excitations manifest55

themselves within QCD is maturing thanks to recent re-56

sults from lattice QCD. This numerical approach to QCD57

considers the theory on a finite, discrete grid of points in58

a manner that would become exact if the lattice spacing59

were taken to zero and the spatial extent of the calcu-60

lation, i.e., the “box size,” was made large. In practice,61

rather fine spacings and large boxes are used so that the62

systematic effect of this approximation should be small.63

The main limitation of these calculations at present is the64

poor scaling of the numerical algorithms with decreasing65

quark mass. In practice most contemporary calculations66

use a range of artificially heavy light quarks and attempt67

to observe a trend as the light quark mass is reduced to-68

ward the physical value. Trial calculations at the physical69

quark mass have begun, and regular usage is anticipated70

within a few years.71

The spectrum of eigenstates of QCD can be extracted72

from correlation functions of the type 〈0|Of (t)O†i (0)|0〉,73

where the O† are composite QCD operators capable of74

interpolating a meson or baryon state from the vacuum.75

The time-evolution of the Euclidean correlator indicates76

the mass spectrum (e−mnt) and information about quark-77

gluon substructure can be inferred from matrix-elements78

〈n|O†|0〉. In a series of recent papers [4–7], the Hadron79

Spectrum Collaboration has explored the spectrum of80

mesons and baryons using a large basis of composite QCD81

interpolating fields, extracting a spectrum of states of de-82
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termined JP (C), including states of high internal excita-83

tion.84

As shown in Fig. 1, these calculations show a clear and85

detailed spectrum of exotic JPC mesons, with a lightest86

1−+ state lying a few hundred MeV below a 0+− and87

two 2+− states. Through analysis of the matrix elements88

〈n|O†|0〉 for a range of different quark-gluon construc-89

tions, O, we can infer [3] that although the bulk of the90

non-exotic JPC spectrum has the expected systematics91

of a qq̄ bound state system, some states are only interpo-92

lated strongly by operators featuring non-trivial gluonic93

constructions. One may interpret these states as non-94

exotic hybrid mesons, and by combining them with the95

spectrum of exotics, it is possible to isolate the light-96

est hybrid supermultiplet of (0, 1, 2)−+ and 1−− states97

at a mass roughly 1.3 GeV heavier than the ρ meson.98

The form of the operator that has the strongest over-99

lap onto these states has an S-wave qq̄ pair in a color100

octet configuration and an exotic gluonic field in a color101

octet with J
PgCg
g = 1+−, a chromomagnetic configura-102

tion. The heavier (0, 2)+− states, along with some pos-103

itive parity non-exotic states, appear to correspond to a104

P -wave coupling of the qq̄ pair to the same chromomag-105

netic gluonic excitation.106

A similar calculation for isoscalar states uses both107

uū+ dd̄ and ss̄ constructions and is able to extract both108

the spectrum of states and also their hidden flavor mix-109

ing. (See Fig. 1.) The basic experimental pattern of sig-110

nificant mixing in the 0−+ and 1++ channels and small111

mixing elsewhere is reproduced, and for the first time, we112

are able to say something about the degree of mixing for113

exotic-JPC states. In order to probe this mixing experi-114

mentally, it is essential to be able to reconstruct decays115

to both strange and non-strange final state hadrons.116

B. The importance of kaon identification117

The primary goal of the GlueX experiment is to con-118

duct a definitive mapping of states in the light meson119

sector, with an emphasis on searching for exotic mesons.120

Ideally, we would like to produce the experimental ana-121

logue of the lattice QCD spectrum pictured in Fig. 1,122

enabling a direct test of our understanding of gluonic123

excitations in QCD. In order to achieve this, one must124

be able to reconstruct strange final states, as observing125

decay patterns of mesons has been one of the primary126

mechanisms of inferring quark flavor content. An ex-127

ample of this can be seen by examining the two light-128

est isoscalar 2++ mesons in the lattice QCD calcula-129

tion in Fig. 1. The two states have nearly pure flavors,130

with only a small (11◦) mixing in the `¯̀ and ss̄ basis.131

A natural experimental assignment for these two states132

are the f2(1270) and the f ′2(1525). An experimental133

study of the branching ratios shows that B(f2(1270) →134

KK)/B(f2(1270) → ππ) ≈ 0.05 and B(f ′2(1525) →135

ππ)/B(f ′2(1525) → KK) ≈ 0.009 [8], which support the136

prediction of an f2(1270) (f ′2(1525)) with a dominant `¯̀137

(ss̄) component. By studying both strange and non-138

strange decay modes of mesons, GlueX hopes to pro-139

vide similarly valuable experimental data to aid in the140

interpretation of the hybrid spectrum.141

1. Exotic ss̄ states142

While most experimental efforts to date have focused143

on the lightest isovector exotic meson, the JPC = 1−+144

π1(1600), lattice QCD clearly predicts a rich spectrum of145

both isovector and isoscalar exotics, the latter of which146

may have mixed `¯̀ and ss̄ flavor content. A compilation147

of the “ground state” exotic hybrids is listed in Table I,148

along with theoretical estimates for masses, widths, and149

key decay modes. It is expected that initial searches with150

the baseline GlueX hardware will target primarily the151

π1 state. Searches for the η1, h0, and b2 may be sta-152

tistically challenging, depending on the masses of these153

states and the production cross sections. With increased154

statistics and kaon identification, the search scope can be155

broadened to include these heavier exotic states in addi-156

tion to the ss̄ states: η′1, h′0, and h′2. The η′1 and h′2157

are particularly interesting because some models predict158

these states to be relatively narrow, and that they should159

decay through well-established kaon resonances.160

Observations of various π1 states have been reported161

in the literature for over fifteen years, with some anal-162

yses based on millions of events [9]. However, it is safe163

to say that there exists a fair amount of skepticism re-164

garding the assertion that unambiguous experimental ev-165

idence exists for exotic hybrid mesons. If the scope of166

exotic searches with GlueX is narrowed to only include167

the lightest isovector π1 state, the ability for GlueX to168

comprehensively address the question of the existence of169

gluonic excitations in QCD is greatly diminished. On the170

other hand, clear identification of all exotic members of171

the lightest hybrid multiplet, the three exotic π±,01 states172

and the exotic η1 and η′1, which can only be done by173

systematically studying a large number of strange and174

non-strange decay modes, would provide unambiguous175

experimental confirmation of exotic mesons. A study of176

decays to kaon final states could demonstrate that the η1177

candidate is dominantly `¯̀ while the η′1 candidate is ss̄,178

as predicted by initial lattice QCD calculations. Such179

a discovery would represent a substantial improvement180

in the experimental understanding of exotics. In addi-181

tion, further identification of members of the 0+− and182

2+− nonets as well as measuring the mass splittings with183

the 1+− states will validate the lattice QCD inspired phe-184

nomenological picture of these states as P -wave couplings185

of a gluonic field with a color-octet qq̄ system.186

2. Non-exotic ss̄ mesons187

As discussed above, one expects the lowest-mass hy-188

brid multiplet to contain (0, 1, 2)−+ states and a 1−−189
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FIG. 1. A compilation of recent lattice QCD computations for both the isoscalar and isovector light mesons from Ref. [3],
including `¯̀

(
|`¯̀〉 ≡ (|uū〉+ |dd̄〉)/

√
2
)

and ss̄ mixing angles (indicated in degrees). The dynamical computation is carried out
with two flavors of quarks, light (`) and strange (s). The s quark mass parameter is tuned to match physical ss̄ masses, while
the light quark mass parameters are heavier, giving a pion mass of 396 MeV. The black brackets with upward ellipses represent
regions of the spectrum where present techniques make it difficult to extract additional states. The dotted boxes indicate states
that are interpreted as the lightest hybrid multiplet – the extraction of clear 0−+ states in this region is difficult in practice.

state that all have about the same mass and correspond190

to an S-wave qq̄ pair coupling to the gluonic field in a191

P -wave. For each JPC we expect an isovector triplet192

and a pair of isoscalar states in the spectrum. Of the193

four sets of JPC values for the lightest hybrids, only the194

1−+ is exotic. The other hybrid states will appear as195

supernumerary states in the spectrum of conventional196

mesons. The ability to clearly identify these states de-197

pends on having a thorough and complete understand-198

ing of the meson spectrum. Like searching for exotics, a199

complete mapping of the spectrum of non-exotic mesons200

requires the ability to systematically study many strange201

and non-strange final states. Other experiments, such as202

BESIII or COMPASS, are carefully studying this with203

very high statistics data samples and have outstanding204

capability to cleanly study any possible final state. While205

the production mechanism of GlueX is complementary206

to that of charmonium decay or pion beam production207

and is thought to enhance hybrid production, it is essen-208

tial that the detector capability and statistical precision209

of the data set be competitive with other contemporary210

experiments in order to maximize the collective experi-211

mental knowledge of the meson spectrum.212

Given the numerous discoveries of unexpected, appar-213

ently non-qq̄ states in the charmonium spectrum, a state214

that has attracted a lot of attention in the ss̄ spectrum215

is the Y (2175), which is assumed to be an ss̄ vector me-216

son (1−−). The Y (2175) (also denoted as φ(2170)) has217

been observed to decay to ππφ and has been produced in218

both J/ψ decays [10] and e+e− collisions [11, 12]. The219

state is a proposed analogue of the Y (4260) in charmo-220

nium, a state that is also about 1.2 GeV heavier than the221

ground state triplet (J/ψ) and has a similar decay mode:222

Y (4260) → ππJ/ψ [13–16]. The Y (4260) has no obvi-223

ous interpretation in the charmonium spectrum and has224

been speculated to be a hybrid meson [17–20], which, by225

loose analogy, leads to the implication that the Y (2175)226

might also be a hybrid candidate. It should be noted that227

the spectrum of 1−− ss̄ mesons is not as well-defined ex-228

perimentally as the cc̄ system; therefore, it is not clear229

that the Y (2175) is a supernumerary state. However,230

GlueX is ideally suited to study this system. We know231

that vector mesons are copiously produced in photopro-232

duction; therefore, with the ability to identify kaons, a233

precision study of the 1−− ss̄ spectrum can be conducted234

with GlueX. Some have predicted [21] that the potential235

hybrid nature of the Y (2175) can be explored by study-236

ing ratios of branching fractions into various kaonic final237

states. In addition, should GlueX be able to conclude238

that the Y (2175) is in fact a supernumerary vector me-239
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TABLE I. A compilation of exotic quantum number hybrid approximate masses, widths, and decay predictions. Masses are
estimated from dynamical LQCD calculations with Mπ = 396 MeV/c2 [3]. The PSS (Page, Swanson and Szczepaniak) and
IKP (Isgur, Kokoski and Paton) model widths are from Ref. [22], with the IKP calculation based on the model in Ref. [23].
The total widths have a mass dependence, and Ref. [22] uses somewhat different mass values than suggested by the most recent
lattice calculations [3]. Those final states marked with a dagger (†) are ideal for experimental exploration because there are
relatively few stable particles in the final state or moderately narrow intermediate resonances that may reduce combinatoric
background. (We consider η, η′, and ω to be stable final state particles.)

Approximate JPC Total Width (MeV) Relevant Decays Final States

Mass (MeV) PSS IKP

π1 1900 1−+ 80− 170 120 b1π
†, ρπ†, f1π

†, a1η, η′π† ωππ†, 3π†, 5π, η3π†, η′π†

η1 2100 1−+ 60− 160 110 a1π, f1η
†, π(1300)π 4π, η4π, ηηππ†

η′1 2300 1−+ 100− 220 170 K1(1400)K†, K1(1270)K†, K∗K† KKππ†, KKπ†, KKω†

b0 2400 0+− 250− 430 670 π(1300)π, h1π 4π

h0 2400 0+− 60− 260 90 b1π
†, h1η, K(1460)K ωππ†, η3π, KKππ

h′0 2500 0+− 260− 490 430 K(1460)K, K1(1270)K†, h1η KKππ†, η3π

b2 2500 2+− 10 250 a2π
†, a1π, h1π 4π, ηππ†

h2 2500 2+− 10 170 b1π
†, ρπ† ωππ†, 3π†

h′2 2600 2+− 10− 20 80 K1(1400)K†, K1(1270)K†, K∗2K
† KKππ†, KKπ†

son, then a search can be made for the exotic 1−+ ss̄240

member of the multiplet (η′1), evidence of which would241

provide a definitive interpretation of the Y (2175) and242

likely have implications on how one interprets charmo-243

nium data.244

II. THE BASELINE GLUEX PROGRAM245

A. Detector design and construction246

A schematic view of the GlueX detector is shown in247

Fig. 2. The civil construction of Hall D is complete and248

the collaboration gained control of both Hall D and the249

Hall D tagger hall in 2012. Many of the detector compo-250

nents are now being installed, with others being tested251

prior to installation. All major sub-detector systems are252

either built or are under construction at Jefferson Lab253

or various collaborating institutions. The collaboration254

consists of over a hundred members, including represen-255

tation from the theory community.256

The GlueX photon beam originates from coherent257

bremsstrahlung radiation produced by the 12 GeV elec-258

tron beam impinging on a 20 µm diamond wafer. Orien-259

tation of the diamond and downstream collimation pro-260

duce a photon beam peaked in energy around 9 GeV261

with about 40% linear polarization. A coarse tagger tags262

a broad range of electron energy, while precision tagging263

in the coherent peak is performed by a tagger microscope.264

A downstream pair spectrometer is utilized to measure265

photon conversions and determine the beam flux.266

At the heart of the GlueX detector is the 2.2 T super-267

conducting solenoid, which provides the essential mag-268

netic field for tracking. The solenoidal geometry also has269

the benefit of reducing electromagnetic backgrounds in270

the detectors since low energy e+e− pairs spiral within a271

small radius of the beamline. Charged particle tracking272

is performed by two systems: a central straw-tube drift273

chamber (CDC) and four six-plane forward drift cham-274

ber (FDC) packages. The CDC is composed of 28 layers275

of 1.5-m-long straw tubes. The chamber provides r − φ276

measurements for charged tracks. Sixteen of the 28 lay-277

ers have a 6◦ stereo angle to supply z measurements.278

Each FDC package is composed of six planes of anode279

wires. The cathode strips on either side of the anode280

cross at ±75◦ angles, providing a two-dimensional inter-281

section point on each plane.282

Like tracking, the GlueX calorimetry system consists283

of two detectors: a barrel calorimeter with a cylindrical284

geometry (BCAL) and a forward lead-glass calorimeter285

with a planar geometry (FCAL). The primary goal of286

these systems is to detect photons that can be used to287

reconstruct π0’s and η’s, which are produced in the de-288

cays of heavier states. The BCAL is a relatively high-289

resolution sampling calorimeter, based on 1 mm double-290

clad Kuraray scintillating fibers embedded in a lead ma-291

trix. It is composed of 48 four-meter-long modules;292

each module having a radial thickness of 15.1 radiation293

lengths. Modules are read out on each end by silicon294

SiPMs, which are not adversely affected by the high mag-295

netic field in the proximity of the GlueX solenoid flux296

return. The forward calorimeter is composed of 2800297

lead glass modules, stacked in a circular array. Each298

bar is coupled to a conventional phototube. The frac-299

tional energy resolution of the combined calorimetry sys-300

tem δ(E)/E is approximately 5%-6%/
√
E [GeV].301

The particle ID capabilities of GlueX are derived from302

several subsystems. A dedicated forward time-of-flight303

wall (TOF), which is constructed from two planes of 2.5-304

cm-thick scintillator bars, provides about 70 ps timing305

resolution on forward-going tracks within about 10◦ of306

the beam axis. This information is complemented by307
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FIG. 2. A schematic of the GlueX detector and beam.

time-of-flight data from the BCAL and specific ioniza-308

tion (dE/dx) measured with the CDC, both of which are309

particularly important for identifying the recoil proton in310

γp → Xp reactions. Finally, identification of the beam311

bunch, which is critical for timing measurements, is per-312

formed by a thin start counter that surrounds the target.313

As of December 2013, a significant fraction of the base-314

line detector has been assembled in the experimental hall.315

The forward calorimeter and barrel calorimeters are com-316

pletely assembled and cabled. Installation of the forward317

time of flight is beginning. The forward drift chamber318

is assembled and prepared for insertion into the barrel319

calorimeter. The central drift chamber is also completely320

assembled and ready for installation.321

B. Proposed run plan322

The GlueX physics program was presented initially to323

the Jefferson Lab Program Advisory Committee (PAC)324

in 2006 [24]. The first beam time allocations were made325

for the commissioning phases of GlueX after the presen-326

tation to the PAC in 2010 [25]. This allocation cov-327

ered phases I-III of the run plan highlighted in Table II.328

In 2012, the collaboration presented a proposal to the329

PAC [1] for running at design intensity with enhanced330

particle identification capability (noted as Phase IV+ in331

Table II). At the time of proposal, several candidate par-332

ticle identification systems were being pursued, but a fi-333

nal decision had not been made by the collaboration.334

The PAC conditionally approved this proposal pending335

a final design of the particle identification hardware. In336

2013 the collaboration returned to the PAC to present337

a proposal for running at design intensity with limited338

PID capability [2], this was approved by the PAC and339

200 days of beam for Phase IV was granted. The PAC340

also noted in their report that341

The PAC was impressed by the level of so-342

phistication of the GlueX software and anal-343

ysis which is essential for the achievement of a344

significant kaon and hyperon program even in345

the absence of dedicated hardware. Still the346

complete mapping of the spectrum of conven-347

tional and exotic hadrons will ultimately re-348

quire the implementation of dedicated parti-349

cle ID in the forward direction, extending the350

kaon identification capability to 10 GeV/c.351

The PAC therefore encourages the collabora-352

tion to move forward with the design of such353

system and aim at an early installation, if at354

all possible.355

The 10 GeV/c momentum cutoff cited by the PAC356

was motivated by preliminary designs for a dual-radiator357

RICH discussed in our previous proposals. As de-358

tailed below, the additional discrimination provided by359

a FDIRC based on the BaBar components provides a360

significant enhancement in our kaon identification capa-361

bility. In this document, we present our conceptual de-362

sign for developing a FDIRC for GlueX using the BaBar363

components. Assuming we are able to utilize the DIRC364

bars, we would return to the PAC during summer of 2014365
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to seek approval of Phase IV+, first proposed in 2012 [1].366

Our goal is to pursue construction of this design on a367

time scale that allows us to merge both Phase IV and368

Phase IV+ into a single run.369

III. AN FDIRC FOR GLUEX: CONCEPTUAL370

DESIGN371

In the following section we discuss the conceptual de-372

sign of a DIRC particle identification detector that is373

built from the BaBar DIRC components.374

A. Mechanical design and optics375

The world’s first DIRC detector was developed and uti-376

lized by the BaBar experiment. It provided excellent par-377

ticle identification performance up to about 4 GeV/c [26].378

The radiator of the BaBar DIRC consisted of a barrel379

made up of twelve boxes each containing twelve syn-380

thetic fused silica (henceforth referred to as quartz1) bars.381

Quartz was chosen because of the following properties of382

the material: it has a large index of refraction (n) and383

a small chromatic dispersion; it has a long attenuation384

length; it is highly resistant to ionizing radiation; and it385

is possible to polish its surface. Each box is hermetically386

sealed and nitrogen gas constantly flows through the box387

to prevent any contamination which would compromise388

the preservation of the Cherenkov angle by total internal389

reflection.390

Figure 3 shows the assembly of one DIRC box. Each391

bar is 17.25 mm thick, 35 mm wide and 4.9 m long and392

was produced by glueing four smaller bars end-to-end.393

One end of each box is coupled to a volume instrumented394

with photodetectors (the photon camera), while the other395

end has a mirror that reflects light back to the readout396

side. The readout side also has a quartz wedge glued to397

it. Neighboring bars are optically isolated by a 0.15 mm398

gap created using aluminum shims.399

The quartz bars are used both as radiators and as light400

guides for the Cherenkov light trapped in the bars by to-401

tal internal reflection. The number of photons produced402

per unit path length (x) of a particle with charge q per403

unit photon wavelength (λ) can be estimated using the404

following expression:405

d2N

dxdλ
=

2παq2

λ2

[
1− 1

β2n2(λ)

]
, (1)

where α is the electromagnetic coupling constant and β is406

the velocity of the incoming particle divided by the speed407

1 In this document, we will refer to synthetic fused silica as quartz
for the sake of brevity; however, it is worth noting that quartz is
birefringent and, thus, not suitable for use in the DIRC.

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of one BaBar box showing the
12 quartz bars (4.9m long), mirror ends, wedges and window
ends [26].

of light. The index of refraction of the material n is a408

function of the wavelength of the emitted photon. The409

large index of refraction of the quartz material leads to a410

large number of Cherenkov photons produced within the411

wavelength acceptance of the DIRC (300-600 nm) (see412

Fig. 4).413

The Cherenkov light produced by a particle of velocity414

β is emitted at an angle with respect to the direction of415

the particle’s velocity, referred to as the Cherenkov angle416

(θC), given by417

cos θC =
1

βn(λ)
. (2)

Figure 4 shows the Cherenkov angle for different particle418

types. One can see that for an average quartz index of419

refraction 〈n〉 = 1.473, the maximal Cherenkov angle is420

about 47◦. The critical angle for trapping light via total421

internal reflection at the quartz-nitrogen boundary, given422

by the ratio of the indices of refraction, is θcritical ≈ 42.7◦;423

thus, θC > θcritical over most of the momentum range of424

interest for all particle types. An example of the path425

followed by a single photon trapped within a bar is shown426

in Fig. 5. The Cherenkov angle is preserved as the photon427

travels through the bar to the photodetectors.428

B. Focusing DIRC design429

The initial photon camera of the BaBar DIRC detector430

was very large and filled with 6000 liters of purified water.431

Recently, a new design with focusing mirrors has been432

developed that permits detection of the Cherenkov light433

produced in the quartz radiator using a much more com-434

pact design [27–31]. The focusing DIRC (FDIRC) was435

designed at SLAC with the constraint that the BaBar436

boxes cannot be altered [32]. The new photon camera437

system is about 25 times smaller than the camera used at438

BaBar yet has approximately the same Cherenkov angle439
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TABLE II. A table of relevant parameters for the various phases of GlueX running.

Approved Conditionally Approved

Phase I Phase II Phase III Phase IV Phase IV+

Duration (PAC days) 30 30 60 200 220a

Minimum electron energy (GeV) 10 11 12 12 12

Average photon flux (γ/s) 106 107 107 5× 107 5× 107

Level-one (hardware) trigger rate (kHz) 2 20 20 200 200

Raw Data Volume (TB)b 60 600 1200 2300 2300

Approximate Datec 2015 2016 2016-2017 2017 - ? 2017 - ?

a Twenty days are allocated for FDIRC commissioning.
b Phase IV(+) include assume a level three software trigger is implemented.
c As of fall 2013, no firm 12 GeV run schedule has been developed.
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FIG. 4. (top) Cherenkov angle computed for four different
charged particles (e, pion, kaon and proton), as a function of
the momentum, for a fixed < n >= 1.473 quartz index of re-
fraction. (bottom) Number of Cherenkov photons produced
in 17.25 mm of quartz material and within the photon wave-
length range 300-600 nm, for different particles, as a function
of their momentum.

FIG. 5. A single photon bouncing within a bar. If the photon
angle is bigger than the critical angle, the light is internally
reflected and the Cherenkov angle is preserved as the photon
travels through the bar.

resolution. The focusing design has the following advan-440

tages: the background rate is lower; the chromatic effect441

can be corrected for; the thickness of the bars can be442

corrected for; and the total number of photo-multipliers443

required is greatly reduced.444

Figure 6 shows the focusing scheme of the FDIRC pro-445

totype developed at SLAC [32], adapted for use in the446

GlueX detector. The photon camera consists of two447

new quartz wedges and a Focusing Oil Box (FOB). The448

bars, window and wedges are glued end-to-end and are449

all made of quartz. The FOB consists of cylindrical and450

flat mirrors to focus the light onto the PMT plane im-451

mersed in an oil bath. The geometry of the FOB has452

not yet been optimized; it is shown here as a simplified453

rectangular volume.454

The cylindrical mirror removes the effect of the bar455

thickness on the Cherenkov angle resolution since parallel456

rays are focused on the same point on the detector plane.457

The flat mirror then reflects the light almost perpendic-458

ularly to the detector plane. The total PMT surface to459

be covered is 2668 mm x 312 mm.460

The addition of the new wedges ensures that the pho-461

tons are reflected by the cylindrical mirrors. The first462

wedge (458 mm × 20 mm) is required to account for463

the flange geometry and support structure. The sec-464

ond wedge (1051 mm × 58 mm) covers the full length of465

two neighboring boxes and eliminates side reflections that466
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QUARTZ bar

Old wedge

Window
New wedge A
New wedge B

Oil

PMTs

Cylindrical mirror

Flat mirror

FIG. 6. Side and rear views of the FDIRC. The bars, old
wedges and windows are part of the original BaBar boxes.
The new focusing camera consists of the new wedges (A and
B) and the FOB containing the cylindrical and flat mirrors.

lead to ambiguities in the reconstruction and reduction467

in the FDIRC performance. The expansion volume of the468

FOB is filled with a specific oil (50350 by CARGILLE, or469

BC-599-14 by BICRON) whose index of refraction closely470

matches that of quartz; thus, large refraction between the471

different media is avoided.472

C. GlueX FDIRC473

Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of the proposed474

GlueX FDIRC detector. The acceptance in the forward475

region of GlueX is limited by the solenoid at ≈ 11◦;476

thus, to fully cover the acceptance requires four BaBar477

boxes, each containing 12 quartz bars. The bar boxes478

will be oriented vertically in the GlueX hall and placed479

symmetrically around the beam line. A single FOB will480

be used for all of the bars and placed below the bar481

boxes. The FDIRC detector will fit into the reserved482

space between the downstream end of the GlueX detec-483

Beam axis

z

x

y

FIG. 7. Schematic diagrams of the GlueX FDIRC detec-
tor. Four BaBar boxes are required to cover the full accep-
tance. The bars are oriented vertically and placed symmetri-
cally around the beam line. One FOB covers the full length
of the four boxes.

tor solenoid and the time-of-flight wall.484

GEANT4 simulations of the GlueX FDIRC are under485

development. An example of Cherenkov light propaga-486

tion in the GlueX FDIRC is shown in Fig. 8. Figure 9487

shows the occupancy in the PMT plane for many identi-488

cal charged particles thrown perpendicularly to a bar for489

both the GlueX and SLAC designs. In the SLAC de-490

sign, photons entering the focusing block at large angles491

reflect from the sides giving rise to the crossed pattern.492

The alignment of the boxes in GlueX permits using one493

common FOB with a single readout system and avoids494

the side reflections seen with the focusing block design.495

Removing side reflections is highly desirable in the re-496

construction as it avoids introducing ambiguities in the497

pattern recognition. A more detailed comparison of the498

patterns observed in the two designs is shown in the Ap-499

pendix Fig. 29.500

Figure 10 shows the photon position in the photodetec-501

tor plane as a function of the arrival time of the photon,502

while Fig. 11 shows the photon arrival time and path503

length as a function of the number of bounces that the504

photon makes before being detected. The two bunches505

separated in time correspond to forward and backward506

emitted photons. The forward photons go directly from507

the creation point to the readout side while the backward508

photons are reflected by the mirrors and then traverse the509

entire length of the bar. In the current configuration, the510

forward photons begin to arrive about 27 ns after produc-511

tion corresponding to a path length of about 5 m making512

200 bounces. The backward photons travel about twice513

the distance making about 400 bounces. The large num-514

ber of bounces made by the photons requires that the515

bars have excellent surface quality in order to preserve516

the Cherenkov angle. The position of the bars in the517

vertical direction has not yet been optimized. There is518
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FIG. 8. View of the GlueX FDIRC detector from the (top
panel) rear and (bottom panel) side. The propagation of the
Cherenkov light through the different elements of the detector
is visible. The rear view shows the collection of the light
within a bar, while the side view shows the focusing scheme
of the light on the PMTs surface.

some freedom in their placing along this axis; thus, we519

are studying how the placement of the bars along the520

vertical axis affects the chromatic correction and other521

aspects of the FDIRC performance.522

The GlueX application has two key differences from523

the focussing block design developed at SLAC for Su-524

perB. First the variation in entry angle of charged par-525

ticles into the FDIRC is relatively small given its down-526

stream location. Second, all bar boxes can be arranged527

in a common plane, as opposed to the barrel shape of528

both BaBar and SuperB. It is these two properties that529
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FIG. 9. Occupancy on the photodetector plane for a charged
particle hitting a bar perpendicularly (efficiency not ac-
counted for in this image) for the (top) GlueX and (bottom)
SLAC designs.

motivated us to explore the focussing oil box design in530

an attempt to find a simpler, more cost effective solu-531

tion, that reduces ambiguities in the reconstruction. We532

recognize that our design, as sketched above, presents533

some mechanical challenges in construction. For exam-534

ple, coupling two A wedges from two different bar boxes535

to a common B wedge will be very challenging. Our goal536

at present is to develop the optical properties of the sys-537

tem that are optimal for GlueX. We may achieve similar538

optical performance by using a mirror submerged in the539

oil box instead of a B wedge in air. As we work towards540

a final technical design we plan to examine and optimize541

these details considering cost, performance, and techni-542
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cal risk. If we cannot achieve our goals with a focussing543

oil box solution, we may always implement the focussing544

block design developed and tested at SLAC for SuperB.545
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FIG. 10. (top) Y position in the local photodetector coordi-
nates vs the local arrival time of the photon. (bottom) one-
dimensional projection of the local time (using 50 identical
pions). The local arrival time is defined as the time between
the photon production to its detection.

D. Readout546

For satisfactory Cherenkov ring reconstruction, the547

DIRC detector needs a 2-dimensional photoreadout with548

a resolution on the order of a few millimeters. Although549

the yield of Cherenkov photons is proportional to 1/λ2,550

due to the materials used in the BaBar DIRC bars espe-551

cially the EPOTEK 301-2 glue [27], only photons with552

wavelength longer than 300 nm can exit the DIRC bar553

boxes. Therefore the readout only needs to cover the554

range above 300 nm. In addition, due to the fringe field555
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FIG. 11. (top) local arrival time of the photons vs the number
of bounces required to reach the detector. (bottom) path
length of the photons vs the number of bounces required to
reach the detector. The photon timing is defined as in Fig. 10.

from the open solenoid used by the GlueX spectrom-556

eter, the readout has to be able to tolerate a magnetic557

field of about 100 Gauss.558

Several readout options have been evaluated including559

multianode photomultiplier (MaPMT), Silicon photo-560

multiplier (SiPM) and a newly developed large area561

pico-second photodetector (LAPPD) using the renovated562

micro-channel plate (MCP) technology [33]. At the end,563

we chose to focus on two types of photodetectors: the564

MaPMT and the LAPPD, with the LAPPD as our pri-565

mary readout choice.566

1. Multianode Photomultiplier567

Multianode photomultipliers have been recently tested568

for various Cherenkov detectors, including SuperB’s fo-569
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FIG. 12. The H8500 multianode photomultiplier manufac-
tured by Hamamatsu.

cusing DIRC detector [34], Jefferson Lab CLAS12’s570

RICH detector [36] and Jefferson Lab SoLID’s light gas571

Cherenkov counter [35]. Most of these works focus on the572

H8500 MaPMT assembly [37] manufactured by Hama-573

matsu Corp. and it appears to be a solid solution for the574

DIRC readout.575

The H8500 flat panel MaPMT assembly has an ac-576

tive area of 49×49 mm2. It has an 8×8 anode readout577

array, and each anode covers an area of 5.8×5.8 mm2.578

The packing factor of H8500 is a very tight 89% and579

this makes it very suitable for large area photon detec-580

tion. The H8500 uses bialkali photocathode and borosil-581

icate glass window, and is sensitive to photons of wave-582

length between 300∼650 nm and the maximum quantum-583

efficiency in this range is close to 30%. The H8500 does584

have a variation using UV glass which extends the sensi-585

tive range down to 180 nm. But this won’t be necessary586

for our DIRC design due to the wavelength cut-off that587

was mentioned.588

If finer resolution is desired for more accurate589

Cherenkov angle measurement, the H9500 MaPMT [38]590

from Hamamatsu can be used instead. H9500 has the591

same dynode structure and geometry as H8500 and it592

has a 16×16 anode readout array with 256 3×3 mm2
593

pixels.594

The photodetection uniformity and the crosstalk be-595

tween adjacent anode pixels of H8500 and H9500 were596

reported in literature and some results can be found in597

Ref [34, 36]. A relative variation up to 25% has been ob-598

served in the uniformity test as shown in Figure 13. The599

crosstalk pattern in Figure 14 shows a clear dependency600

upon the dynode mesh construction of the MaPMT. Al-601

though it is postulated that these behaviours will not be602

problematic for single photon detection of a RICH detec-603

tor, further investigation will be needed to optimize the604

readout design and reconstruction algorithm.605

In addition, the performance of H8500 in magnetic field606

was also studied at Jefferson Lab [35]. The test demon-607

strated that the H8500 MaPMT can operate without608

FIG. 13. The relative uniformity of one H9500 pixel using
laser scan [36].

FIG. 14. The normalized crosstalk map of one H9500 pixel
using single photoelectron laser scan [36].

much degradation in a longitudinal field up to 300 Gauss.609

Although the drop of performance in transverse magnetic610

field is significantly more pronounced, up to 100 Gauss,611

such transverse field is also the easiest to shield in prac-612

tice. Therefore, we conclude that MaPMTs will be able613

to operate in Hall-D’s fringe field without shielding.614

FIG. 15. Improvement of H12700’s single photon detection
capability [39].
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FIG. 16. Readout scheme of Jefferson Lab CLAS12’s RICH
detector.

Recently, an upgraded version of the H8500 MaPMT615

has been revealed by Hamamatsu. The new H12700616

MaPMT has the same geometry and output pin layout617

as the H8500. With a newly optimized dynode structure618

and voltage scheme, the collection efficiency has been619

greatly improved [39] and it now has a better separa-620

tion of single photon signals from background, as shown621

in Figure 15.622

As for the readout electronics, we will use the design623

of Jefferson Lab CLAS12’s RICH detector [40] as a ref-624

erence. The core of the design is to use the MAROC3625

chip [41] specifically designed for the readout of 64-626

channel MaPMTs. As shown in Figure 16, the MAROC3627

chips digitize the analog signals from MaPMTs and pass628

the resulting binary data stream to a digital FPGA629

board. The FPGA on board not only processes the data630

but also controls and provides triggers to the MAROC3631

chips. The processed data from the FPGA will then632

be transmitted to a Jefferson Lab developed Sub-System633

Processor (SSP) [42] hosted in a VME crate through high634

speed optical links. The frontend board is currently un-635

der development by a group at INFN, and the digital636

FPGA board will be developed by Jefferson Lab’s elec-637

tronics group. These two groups together have demon-638

strated the feasibility of using MAROC3 chips for the639

RICH readout in a recent DOE project review. It’s also640

worth mentioning that by using the Jefferson Lab SSP,641

such a readout system can be seamlessly integrated into642

the Hall D DAQ system.643

2. Large Area Picosecond Photodetector644

Since 2009, a new development of a large-area645

fast photo-detector using micro-channel plate (MCP-646

PMT) [43] is being carried out by the large-area picosec-647

onds photo-detector (LAPPD) collaboration [33] and648

they provide a very attractive, low cost, high perfor-649

mance readout solution for RICH detectors. The goal650

of this R&D program is to develop a family of large-651

area robust photo-detectors that can be tailored for a652

wide variety of applications where large-area economical653

photon detection is needed. The approach is to apply mi-654

Glass window
Photocathode

Micro-Channel
Plates (MCPs)

Glass window
Anode Strips

Front-End Elec.

γ

e

FIG. 17. Schematic of LAPPD’s MCP-PMT.

crochannel plate (MCP) technology to produce large-area655

photo-detectors with excellent space and time resolution.656

The schematic of such a detector is shown in Figure 17.657

In addition to having excellent resolution, the new de-658

vices should be relatively economical to produce in quan-659

tity. Such a detector can be used in many applications,660

such as precision time-of-flight measurements, readout of661

Cherenkov counters, and positron-emission tomography662

(PET) for medical imaging.663

As the project is in its fourth year, excellent progress664

has been made. In particular, chemical vapor deposition665

(CVD) technique is being studied to form a photocathode666

on a large area glass window, and the resulting quantum667

efficiency is now over 25% for 350 nm wavelength. The668

collaboration applied atomic layer deposition (ALD) on669

capillary glass channel substrates (see Fig. 18) to produce670

MCPs [44] and has achieved better performance at much671

lower cost than standard commercial MCPs. The anode672

readout will use strip transmission lines [45] sampled by673

front-end waveform sampling chips. The LAPPD collab-674

oration has assembled several prototypes using ceramic675

bodies (see Fig. 19) and small samples are expected to676

be available to early adopters in 2014.677

When produced in large quantities, the manufactur-678

ing cost of LAPPD MCP-PMTs is expected to be less679

expensive than existing pixelated photo detectors such680

as Silicon Photomultipliers and Multi-anode Photomul-681

tiplier Tubes while still being able to provide comparable682

spatial resolution (< 5 mm). Since LAPPD uses stripe-683

line readout, this design significantly reduces the total684

channel count particularly for applications that need to685

cover a very large area such as a RICH detector. Under a686

low rate condition, the readout can be chained as shown687

in Figure 20 to further reduce the number of channels.688

For the readout electronics, we can adopt the689

PSEC4 [46] ACIS developed by the LAPPD collabora-690

tion. It is a waveform sampling chip with a rate up to691

15 GSample/s. A PSEC4 evaluation board in shown in692

Figure 21. Alternatively, as the total number of channels693

is expected to be a few hundred, we are also considering694

using Jefferson Lab’s F1TDC [47] modules to readout695

signals from both sides of individual strips for a more696
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FIG. 18. Photograph of a 20×20 cm2 MCP made using ALD
treatment of a borosilicate glass micro-capillary array. 20
mm pores, L/D∼60:1, pore bias 8◦. The multifiber hexagonal
boundaries are visible in this backlit image.

FIG. 19. A 20×20 cm2 ceramic body MCP-PMT prototype.

FIG. 20. The 3-tile anode. The connections between anode
strips on neighboring tiles have been made by soldering small
strips of copper to the silver silk-screened strips on the glass.

FIG. 21. The PSEC4 evaluation board [46]. The board uses
a Cyclone III Altera FPGA (EP3C25Q240) and a USB 2.0
PC interface.

FIG. 22. The measured time distribution of signals from a
focused fs laser source [48]. The signal was read from one
side of a single strip line, fitted with a Gaussian.

versatile and sharable setup. Each F1TDC module has697

16 TDCs with a resolution of 60 ps. In this scenario,698

flash ADCs will be connected to some of the channels for699

monitoring.700

Another huge advantage that the LAPPD’s MCP-701

PMT can bring is the exceptional time resolution. The702

observed timing resolution for single photon hits has been703

measured to be better than 20 ps from a demountable704

prototype using metal photocathode [48], as shown in705

Figure 22. With such an excellent time resolution, the706

time-of-flight measured by the MCP-PMTs can be used707

for complementary particle identification.708

The LAPPD’s MCP-PMTs are a very attractive read-709

out solution and therefore we make them our primary710

choice. A lot of properties of these detectors, including711

the radiation hardness and magnetic tolerance, have yet712

to be thoroughly tested. We will work together with the713

LAPPD collaboration to perform corresponding tests as714

early as possible.715

E. Integration and installation into the GlueX716

detector717

As noted earlier, the existing GlueX design has space718

reserved for a particle identification device between the719

downstream end of the solenoid and the forward carriage720

that supports the time-of-flight and the forward calorime-721

ter. Given the fixed length of the DIRC bar boxes, the722

height of the GlueX beamline off of the floor, and con-723

siderations about accessibility and hydrostatic pressure724

in the FOB, the most desirable orientation of the boxes725

is with the long axis oriented vertically with the existing726

window down. A sketch of the proposed installation is727

shown in Figure 23. Since such an orientation was never728

envisioned in the design of the boxes, potential mechan-729

ical problems must be carefully evaluated to ensure no730

damage will result. It should be noted that nothing pro-731

hibits arranging the boxes horizontally if, at a later point,732
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Beam Axis
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(only 1 shown)

Focusing Oil Box

Forward
Calorimeter

FIG. 23. A preliminary mechanical design showing the in-
tegration of the FOB and single bar box into the GlueX
forward carriage.

it is determined that a vertical orientation presents an733

unacceptable risk of damage. A horizontal arrangement734

would only complicate the support structure needed for735

the detector and consume large amounts of space in the736

existing Hall. The performance characteristics of the de-737

tector would remain unchanged.738

In the vertical orientation the boxes themselves would739

remain rigid and dimensionally stable because the grav-740

itational torques about the support points are less than741

they are in the horizontal orientation. One concern is742

that the vertical orientation causes the existing window743

to be loaded with the weight of the bars plus the spring744

load of the mirror. Because of the geometry of the exist-745

ing wedge, the bulk of the load would be dispersed on the746

window near the supporting flange. A simple analysis of747

the worst case scenario, the load concentrated at a single748

point in the center of the window, shows a deflection of749

the window at center of about 0.0006”, which is unlikely750

to result in breakage. The actual deflection is certain to751

be less. A second, finite element analysis using the ex-752

act geometry and a 45 psi load, which accounts for the753

weight of the bars and the spring pressure, indicated a754

maximum bending stress around the edges of the window755

Bar Box Support and Installation Fixture

FIG. 24. A conceptual design for the installation jig that will
allow the box to be oriented vertically and installed into the
support fixture.

of 250 psi, much lower than the 7600 psi rupture strength756

of fused silica. This leads us to conclude that breakage757

or stress caused by deformation of the window is not a758

concern. If deemed necessary, we may procure a sample759

of the window material and conduct a destructive test to760

evaluate the deformation and breakage threshold.761

An additional concern is maintaining the rigidity of the762

bar box in the transition from the horizontal to vertical763

orientation. In order to do this, the box will first be fixed764

to a rigid installation jig in the horizontal orientation.765

The jig will then be oriented vertically and fixed to the766

support structure on the forward carriage (see Fig. 24).767

The box will then be rolled, using the integrated rollers,768

off the jig and into the support structure, where it will769

be locked in place. We propose to test this installation770

technique utilizing the existing prototype bar box that771

was constructed using ordinary glass.772
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IV. EXPECTED FDIRC PERFORMANCE773

In this section we detail the expected performance of774

the proposed GlueX FDIRC design. We begin by ex-775

amining the discrimination power for single tracks. We776

conclude by folding this information into a simulation777

of inclusive photoproduction to estimate the background778

rejection power that the FDIRC provides.779

A. Single track particle identification780

1. GlueX tracking resolution781

Charged particle reconstruction in the GlueX detec-782

tor is provided by the forward and central drift chambers783

(CDC and FDC) as described in Sec. II A. In this sec-784

tion we study the reconstructed track resolutions in the785

forward angle region of GlueX (θ < 110) which is rel-786

evant for the FDIRC detector. The reconstructed track787

variables which impact the particle identification perfor-788

mance of the FDIRC detector are the angle of incidence789

and position of the track crossing point, as well as the790

magnitude of the momentum as the particle enters the791

quartz bar.792

To determine the resolution with which we can expect793

to measure these variables, we simulate single charged794

pions originating in the target of the GlueX detector,795

produced uniformly in azimuth for a range of polar angles796

and momenta. A complete GEANT model is used to797

simulate the GlueX detector response, and a Kalman798

Filter tracking algorithm is used to reconstruct the tracks799

in the drift chambers. The reconstructed track helix is800

then extrapolated through the magnetic field to the plane801

of the FDIRC detector.802

The position and momentum resolution of the track as803

it enters the FDIRC detector are shown in Fig. 25. The804

incident angle resolution is shown in Fig. 26 for two vari-805

ables, ψX and ψY , which denote the angles with respect806

to the planes perpendicular and parallel to the bar’s long807

axis, respectively. The resolution is momentum depen-808

dent. The GlueX detector has adequate particle identi-809

fication for particles with momenta below about 2 GeV/c810

using time-of-flight information; thus, for the FDIRC we811

are primarily concerned with particles above 2 GeV/c.812

In this regime, the resolution on the input quantities to813

the FDIRC shown in Figs. 25 and 26 are better than is814

required (as we will show in the following section).815

2. Cherenkov resolution and separation816

The resolution on the Cherenkov angle of a single pho-817

ton (σθγ ) has many different contributions; these are818

listed in Table III. The Cherenkov angle resolution for819

a track (σθC ) is given by820

σθC =

√
σ2
θγ

Nγ
+ σ2

θtrack
, (3)

where Nγ is the number of Cherenkov photons detected.821

Based on the SLAC FDIRC prototype results, we expect822

the mean number of detected photons to be 25. The823

GlueX tracking system provides an angular resolution824

better than 1.5 mrad in the momentum range of interest;825

thus, the total Cherenkov angle resolution is expected to826

be better than 2.5 mrad (2.7 mrad) using a 5mm (6mm)827

detector pixel resolution.828

TABLE III. Cherenkov angle error contributions for the
FDIRC detector for a single Cherenkov photon. Table ex-
tracted from[32].

Source of uncertainty Contribution [mrad]

Chromatic error 5.5

Pixel contribution 5mm (6mm) 5.8 (7)

Optical aberration 4.5

Transport along the bar 2-3

Bar thickness (after focusing) ≈ 1

Old wedge bottom inclined surface 3.5

Final error w/o chromatic correction 10 (11)

For a particle with β ≈ 1 and momentum (p) well829

above threshold entering the quartz bar, the number of830

σ separation (Nσ) between pions and kaons can be ap-831

proximated as832

Nσ ≈
|m2

π −m2
k|

2p2σ [θC ]
√
n2 − 1

, (4)

where mπ (mk) is the pion (kaon) mass. A 2.5 mrad833

Cherenkov angle resolution provides K/π separation of834

at least 3σ up to around 4 GeV/c.835

3. EM background836

Interactions of the photon beam inside the GlueX de-837

tector produce background in the FDIRC from secondary838

electrons, positrons and photons. This EM background839

rate is important for two reasons: it will result in noise840

making determination of Cherenkov angles more difficult841

and it will cause more electronic channels to be read842

out increasing the event data size. The EM background843

from the beam was simulated using GEANT and the full844

GlueX MC. The rate at which particles produced by845

EM interactions enter the FDIRC is highly position de-846

pendent. As can be seen in Fig. 27, the rate falls off847

exponentially with distance from the beam line. The848

closest FDIRC bar will be placed 15 cm from the beam.849

Integrating over the region covered by the FDIRC, we850

expect roughly 8 photoelectrons per time segment read-851

out by the data acquisition; thus, the EM background852
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rate will not cause any significant increase in event size853

or reduction in performance.854

B. Strangeness reactions of interest855

As described in section I B, to fully explore the spec-856

trum of hybrid mesons, a systematic study of many857

hadronic final states is necessary, including those with858

kaons. The hybrid mesons with exotic quantum-number859

states that decay to kaons include the η′1, h′0, the h′2,860

which are all expected to couple to the KKππ final state,861

while both the η′1 and the h′2 are expected to couple to862

the KKπ final state. To study the GlueX sensitivity to863

these two final states, we have modeled two decay chains.864

For the KKπ state, we assume one of the kaons is a KS ,865

which leads to a secondary vertex and the K+π−π+π−866

final state:867

η′1(2300)→ K∗KS

→ (K+π−)(π+π−)

→ K+π−π+π−. (5)

For the KKππ state we assume no secondary vertex:868

h′2(2600)→ K+
1 K

−

→ (K∗(892)π+)K−

→ K+K−π−π+. (6)

In addition to the exotic hybrid channels, there is an869

interest in non-exotic ss̄ mesons. In order to study the870

sensitivity to conventional ss̄ states, we consider an exci-871

tation of the normal φ meson, the known φ3(1850), which872
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decays to KK̄873

φ3(1850)→ K+K− . (7)

The detection efficiency of this state will be typical of874

φ-like states decaying to the same final state. Finally,875

as noted in Section I B, the Y (2175) state is viewed as a876

potential candidate for a non-exotic hybrid and has been877

reported in the decay mode878

Y (2175)→ φf0(980)

→ (K+K−)(π+π−) . (8)

While this is the same KKππ state noted in reaction 6879

above, the intermediate resonances make the kinematics880

of the final state particles different from the exotic decay881

channel noted above. Therefore, we simulate it explic-882

itly. The final-state kaons from the reactions 5 - 8 will883

populate the GlueX detector differently, with different884

overlap of the region where the time-of-flight system can885

provide good K/π separation.886

The remainder of this section describes a study of the887

sensitivity of the baseline GlueX detector to these re-888

actions of interest involving kaons (Sec. IV B 1), and the889

expected increase in sensitivity with the proposed FDIRC890

detector in GlueX (Sec. IV B 3). The studies were per-891

formed using a larger scale pythia simulation of γp colli-892

sions processed through a complete geant model of the893

baseline GlueX detector and fully reconstructed with894

the GlueX analysis software. Signal samples were ob-895

tained from pythia events with the generated reaction896

topology, and the remainder of the inclusive photopro-897

duction reactions were used as the background sample.898

Since many of the cross sections of interest are unknown899

we use pythia to predict the size of signal topologies of900

interest.901

1. Performance of the baseline GlueX detector902

The baseline GlueX detector does not contain any903

single detector element that is capable of providing dis-904

crimination of kaons from pions over the full-momentum905

range of interest for many key reactions. However, the906

hermetic GlueX detector is capable of exclusively recon-907

structing all particles in the final state. In the case where908

the recoil nucleon is a proton that is detectable by the909

tracking chamber, this exclusive reconstruction becomes910

a particularly powerful tool for particle identification be-911

cause conservation of four-momentum can be checked,912

via a kinematic fit, for various mass hypotheses for the913

final state particles. Many other detector quantities also914

give an indication of the particle mass, as assumptions915

about particle mass (pion or kaon) affect interpretation916

of raw detector information.917

An incomplete list of potentially discriminating quan-918

tities include:919

• The confidence level (CL) from kinematic fitting920

that the event is consistent with the desired final921

state.922

• The CL(s) from kinematic fitting that the event is923

consistent with some other final states.924

• The goodness of fit (χ2) of the primary vertex fit.925

• The goodness of fit (χ2) of each individual track fit.926

• The CL from the time-of-flight detector that a track927

is consistent with the particle mass.928

• The CL from the energy loss (dE/dx) that a track929

is consistent with the particle type.930

• The change in the goodness of fit (∆χ2) when a931

track is removed from the primary vertex fit.932

• Isolation tests for tracks and the detected showers933

in the calorimeter system.934

• The goodness of fit (χ2) of possible secondary ver-935

tex fits.936

• Flight-distance significance for particles such as KS937

and Λ that lead to secondary vertices.938

• The change in goodness of fit (∆χ2) when the decay939

products of a particle that produces a secondary940

vertex are removed from the primary vertex fit.941

The exact way that these are utilized depends on the942

particular analysis, but it is generally better to try to943

utilize as many of these as possible in a collective man-944

ner, rather than simply placing strict criteria on any one945

of them. This means that we take advantage of cor-946

relations between variables in addition to the variables947

themselves. One method of assembling multiple corre-948

lated measurements into a single discrimination variable,949

which has been used in this study, is a boosted decision950
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tree (BDT) [49]. Traditionally, analyses have classified951

candidates using a set of variables, such as a kinematic952

fit confidence level, charged-particle time of flight, en-953

ergy loss (dE/dx), etc., where cuts are placed on each954

of the input variables to enhance the signal. In a BDT955

analysis, however, cuts on individual variables are not956

used; instead, a single classifier is formed by combining957

the information from all of the input variables.958

A BDT is a multivariate classifier which is trained on a959

sample of known signal and background events to select960

signal events while maximizing a given figure of merit.961

The event selection performance is validated using an in-962

dependent data sample, called a validation sample, that963

was not used in the training. If the performance is found964

to be similar when using the training (where it is maxi-965

mally biased) and validation (where it is unbiased) sam-966

ples, then the BDT performance is predictable. Practi-967

cally, the output of the BDT is a single number for each968

event that tends towards one for signal-like events but969

tends towards negative one for background-like events.970

Placing a requirement on the minimum value of this clas-971

sifier, which incorporates all independent information in-972

put to the BDT, allows one to enhance the signal purity973

of a sample. For a pedagogical description of BDTs, see974

Ref. [50]. The BDT algorithms used are contained within975

ROOT in the TMVA package [51].976

Here we only consider the case where the recoil proton977

is reconstructed. A missing recoil nucleon reduces the978

number of constraints in the kinematic fit, and, conse-979

quently, dramatically diminishes the capability of the fit980

to discriminate pions from kaons. One can build a BDT981

for the reaction of interest, and look at the efficiency of982

selecting true signal events as a function of the sample983

purity. These studies do not include the efficiency of re-984

constructing the tracks in the detector, but start at the985

point where a candidate event containing five charged986

tracks has been found. In all cases we set the require-987

ment on the BDT classifier in order to obtain a fixed988

final sample purity. For example, a purity of 90% im-989

plies a background at the 10% level. Any exotic signal990

in the spectrum would likely need to be larger than this991

background to be robust. Therefore, with increased pu-992

rity we have increased sensitivity to smaller signals, but993

also lower efficiency. In Table IV we present the signal994

selection efficiencies (post reconstruction) for our four re-995

actions of interest for the baseline GlueX detector and996

including a FDIRC detector in GlueX (more in Sec-997

tion IV B 3). As noted earlier, these assume that the998

tracks have been reconstructed and do not include that999

efficiency. With the baseline GlueX detector, higher sig-1000

nal purities of 95% to 99%, which may be necessary to1001

search for more rare final states, result in the signal effi-1002

ciency dropping dramatically. This exposes the limit of1003

what can be done with the baseline GlueX hardware.1004

2. Limitations of existing kaon identification algorithms1005

It is important to point out that the use of kinematic1006

constraints to achieve kaon identification, without dedi-1007

cated hardware, has limitations. By requiring that the1008

recoil proton be reconstructed, we are unable to study1009

charge exchange processes that have a recoil neutron. In1010

addition, this requirement results in a loss of efficiency1011

of 30%-50% for proton recoil topologies and biases the1012

event selection to those that have high momentum trans-1013

fer, which may make it challenging to conduct studies of1014

the production mechanism. Our studies indicate that it1015

will be difficult to attain very high purity samples with a1016

multivariate analysis alone. In channels with large cross1017

sections, the GlueX sensitivity will not be limited by1018

acceptance or efficiency, but by the ability to suppress1019

and parameterize backgrounds in the amplitude analysis;1020

thus, we need high statistics and high purity. Finally, it1021

is worth noting that our estimates of the kaon selection1022

efficiency using kinematic constraints depends strongly1023

on our ability to model the performance of the detector.1024

Although we have constructed a complete simulation, the1025

experience of the collaboration with comparable detector1026

systems indicates that the simulated performance is often1027

better than the actual performance in unforeseen ways.1028

3. Performance with FDIRC detector in GlueX1029

As described in Sec. IV A, the single track particle1030

identification of the FDIRC in GlueX is expected to pro-1031

vide 3σ K/π separation up to momentum of ≈ 4 GeV/c.1032

This provides vital, independent information to the mul-1033

tivariate analysis that has a very high discrimination1034

power. The FDIRC information is included in the BDT1035

by converting the measured Cherenkov angle into a prob-1036

ability for each particle mass hypothesis (π,K, and p).1037

We define a χ2 for each particle mass hypothesis as1038

χ2
i =

(
θexpC,i − θrecoC

)2
σ2
θC

, (9)

1039

where θexpC,i is the expected Cherenkov angle for mass hy-1040

pothesis i using the measured track momentum from the1041

drift chambers, θrecoC is the “reconstructed” Cherenkov1042

angle, and σθC is the Cherenkov angle resolution.1043

As we do not yet have a full FDIRC reconstruction1044

algorithm, we use Eq. 9 as a proxy for the FDIRC per-1045

formance. We use σθC = 2.5 mrad for all tracks (this is an1046

upper bound on the expected resolution; see Sec. IV A).1047

The track momentum resolution (see Fig. 25) is included1048

in θexpC,i . The “reconstructed” Cherenkov angle is ob-1049

tained by generating a random number from a Gaussian1050

distribution whose mean is the expected Cherenkov and1051

width is σθC . A confidence level for each particle mass hy-1052

pothesis (π, K, p) is computed from Eqn. 9. These three1053

values for each track are included in the BDT training,1054
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TABLE IV. Efficiencies for identifying several final states in GlueX excluding reconstruction of the final state tracks.

η′1(2300)→ K∗KS h′2(2600)→ K+
1 K

− φ3(1850)→ K+K− Y (2175)→ φf0(980)

Purity Baseline FDIRC Baseline FDIRC Baseline FDIRC Baseline FDIRC

0.90 0.36 0.48 0.33 0.49 0.67 0.74 0.46 0.65

0.95 0.18 0.33 0.16 0.34 0.61 0.68 0.20 0.55

0.99 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.08 0.18 0.38 0.03 0.28

and the performance is evaluated in the same way as the1055

baseline GlueX detector and shown in Table IV. We note1056

that, depending on the choice of readout, the FDIRC may1057

provide an improvement in time-of-flight measurements1058

for charged particles over our baseline design. Further1059

study is needed to quantify this improvement; therefore,1060

we neglect it in the studies presented below.1061

At 95% purity, the signal efficiencies are typically1062

about twice as high including the FDIRC into GlueX.1063

Reaching 99% purity is not possible for several of these1064

channels without the FDIRC. It is important to stress1065

here that the purity levels are defined as correctly iden-1066

tified final state candidates divided by all candidates.1067

In the case that exotic contributions to some channel1068

are at the percent level, extracting such signals will re-1069

quire reaching 99% purity, which helps ensure that the1070

backgrounds are smaller than the small signal of inter-1071

est. Without the FDIRC, this will not be possible for1072

many channels of interest. Finally, as noted above, the1073

baseline numbers are dependent on the reliability of the1074

simulation. For example, the discrimination power of the1075

kinematic fit confidence level will decrease drastically if1076

the GlueX detector resolution is worse than expected.1077

The simulation of the FDIRC performance is based only1078

on the Cherenkov-angle resolution. The value of 2.5 mrad1079

is expected to be achievable; thus, the real-world perfor-1080

mance enhancement obtained by adding the FDIRC is1081

likely to be even greater than what is shown in Table IV.1082

C. Effects of the FDIRC on other GlueX Systems1083

Installing the FDIRC results in a significant increase1084

in material upstream of the FCAL. We have studied the1085

effects of the FDIRC on the FCAL performance using1086

GEANT and found them to be minimal (see Fig. 28).1087

The photon energy detection threshold increases from1088

160 MeV to 180 MeV. Above 500 MeV the photon re-1089

construction efficiency is unaffected. The small electron-1090

positron opening angle from converted photons, along1091

with the small distance between the FDIRC and FCAL,1092

results in a single EM shower; thus, the effect of the1093

FDIRC on photon reconstruction is minimal.1094
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FIG. 28. Effects of the FDIRC material on FCAL photon
reconstruction.

V. GLUEX FDIRC CONSTRUCTION PLAN1095

In this section we describe our preliminary construc-1096

tion schedule, budget, and provide a discussion of logis-1097

tical details concerning construction, specifically trans-1098

portation of the fragile DIRC components from SLAC to1099

Jefferson Lab.1100

A. Preliminary schedule1101

As noted earlier, our ultimate goal is to have the1102

GlueX FDIRC operational for the Phase IV running1103

that is currently estimated to take place in 2017. During1104

2014 we plan to develop a technical design for the de-1105

tector, including a complete cost estimate and detailed1106

construction schedule. We plan to appoint an external1107

review committee to review this technical design and con-1108

struction plan during the summer of 2014. During 20141109

we will continue to work with the LAPPD collaboration1110

to be certain that large area photodetectors will provide1111

a feasible solution for the FDIRC photon camera. If pos-1112

sible, we would like to test the readout electronics uti-1113

lizing the SLAC cosmic ray test facility. Construction1114

of the support structure and FOB could begin in 2015.1115

Integration and installation into the hall could then be1116

complete in 2016 in time for operation in 2017.1117
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B. Transportation of DIRC components to1118

Jefferson Lab1119

We have had preliminary discussions with Rock-It1120

Cargo, a world-wide shipper of delicate art and indus-1121

trial equipment. We plan to transport the bars from1122

SLAC to Jefferson Lab over road via air ride trailer. The1123

trailer will be temperature controlled and equipped with1124

a liquid nitrogen dewar to maintain constant flow of ni-1125

trogen through the bar boxes. There is concern that op-1126

tical joints between bars may be brittle, therefore phys-1127

ical shock should be avoided during transport. Based1128

on discussions with Rock-It Cargo, a crew would con-1129

struct a custom shipping crate under our supervision,1130

which would then be transported to SLAC for loading.1131

The crate would incorporate metal substructure to pro-1132

hibit flexing of the boxes. The boxes themselves are rela-1133

tively lightweight, which means that foam materials may1134

be used to attenuate transport vibration. A group from1135

Livermore Lab studied accelerations of a 12 ton load be-1136

ing transported by air ride trailer [52] and found that1137

loads over static weight never exceeded 1.5g’s in all three1138

dimensions when the trailer was driven at 40 mph on1139

typical Oakland, CA roads. Careful container design will1140

attenuate these shock loads. If necessary, the mass of the1141

trailer can be increased with an additional dummy load,1142

which should further reduce acceleration. As a conser-1143

vative limit, we evaluate internal stresses assuming a 3g1144

acceleration will be experienced during transit.1145

Assuming the bar box and internal bar support buttons1146

remain rigid, acceleration of the box would cause bending1147

of the bars in between the support buttons. Any elastic1148

compression of the buttons would mitigate this bending.1149

We evaluated the bending stress of a quartz bar when1150

subjected to a 3g load applied at a point in the center1151

between two supports and parallel to the narrow dimen-1152

sion of the bar, which is a worse case scenario. We found1153

the bending stress for a bar supported by buttons with1154

600 mm spacing, typical near the center of the bar, to be1155

about 300 psi, which is over an order of magnitude less1156

than typical tensile or rupture strengths for fused silica.1157

In the vicinity of a bar-to-bar epoxy joint the button1158

spacing is assumed to be 25 mm and the corresponding1159

bending stress is about 1 psi. Reference [26] states a1160

tensile strength of epoxy used in the DIRC that exceeds1161

1000 psi. The most sensitive area to such bending ap-1162

pears to be the region between the window and the first1163

bar, a distance of about 100 mm that is occupied by the1164

wedge and not supported by buttons. Here a conserva-1165

tive estimate of the bending stress, assuming the wedge1166

has the same profile as the bar, yields an estimate of 91167

psi. Even with the consideration that the strength of the1168

epoxy may be degraded due to aging, it seems feasible to1169

transport the components over road, provided that ap-1170

propriate packaging and other considerations are made.1171

C. Utilization of SLAC resources1172

A significant amount of infrastructure for DIRC con-1173

struction and testing still remains at SLAC. The clean1174

room used for assembling the bar boxes, with its large1175

granite surface table that is capable of accommodating a1176

full bar box, is still in usable condition. Assuming that1177

our final optical design requires us to glue wedges to the1178

existing bar boxes, it may be optimal to perform these1179

operations in the SLAC clean room prior to transport-1180

ing the bar boxes to Jefferson Lab. Also at SLAC is a1181

cosmic ray test facility that is equipped with a bar box1182

and muon hodoscope. This facility provides a unique1183

opportunity to test readout and electronics with actual1184

Cherenkov signals produced by cosmic ray muons. Due1185

to the size of the bar box and the precision required of1186

the timing and tracking system for cosmic rays, such a1187

test setup cannot be easily replicated elsewhere. The1188

SLAC test facility would be an ideal place to test read-1189

out electronics for the GlueX FDIRC. At this time it1190

is difficult to predict when or to what extent we would1191

like to use these two resources; however, we hope that1192

if their use should be deemed beneficial or cost-effective1193

we can reach an agreement to support their maintenance1194

and utilization. Finally, the personnel at SLAC who have1195

experience with the BaBar DIRC have already provided1196

an enormous amount of beneficial information in the de-1197

velopment of our conceptual design; we would like to con-1198

tinue to be able to draw on this expertise, if possible, as1199

we continue with the design and construction of a GlueX1200

FDIRC.1201

D. Preliminary budget1202

A preliminary material cost estimate for the FDIRC1203

detector at GlueX is shown in Table V. This budget1204

does not include technical or engineering manpower, indi-1205

rect costs, or project management costs. Costs for wedge1206

material and assembly are estimated from vendor quotes1207

for the wedges as described in this document. A de-1208

tailed optimization that balances performance, cost, and1209

construction feasibility (technical risk) has not yet been1210

performed. Costs for mechanical structures are estimated1211

based on experience with building similar structures. We1212

base our current cost estimate for the photosensors and1213

readout on our desire to use the LAPPD collaboration1214

sensors, but recognize this technology is not yet avail-1215

able. Alternate sensors and readout options using exist-1216

ing technology are listed in the table for reference. All1217

readout quotes include low voltage, crates, cables, and1218

other necessary infrastructure to integrate with the Jef-1219

ferson Lab data acquisition system.1220
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VI. CONCLUSION AND1221

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS1222

We present a conceptual design for an FDIRC detec-1223

tor to enhance the particle identification capabilities of1224

the GlueX experiment. The FDIRC utilizes one-third1225

of the quartz bars from the BaBar DIRC along with the1226

bar boxes that house the bars. A focussing optical system1227

consisting of mirrors submerged in oil is proposed. Our1228

plan is to construct an optical system and readout around1229

the large area micro-channel plate PMTs under develop-1230

ment by the LAPPD Collaboration. However, alternate1231

options based on multi-anode PMTs, which are more ex-1232

pensive but less technically risky exist. The FDIRC pro-1233

vides enhanced PID capability for the GlueX experi-1234

ment that will increases the sensitivity and reduce back-1235

grounds for final state topologies that are necessary to1236

search for ss̄ hybrid mesons and infer their quark flavor1237

content.1238

In summary, we envision the use of the following re-1239

sources or components from BaBar and SLAC in our plan1240

to design and construct an FDIRC for GlueX:1241

• four of the twelve BaBar DIRC bar boxes equipped1242

with synthetic fused silica,1243

• the first article bar box that was populated with1244

ordinary glass,1245

• access to the DIRC cosmic ray test facility, if nec-1246

essary, for testing readout electronics,1247

• access to the DIRC assembly clean room for per-1248

forming additional optical assembly, if needed, and1249

• access to personnel who have expertise in the1250

BaBar DIRC to advise on design and construction.1251

We understand that we will likely need to contribute both1252

manpower and funds to be able to utilize some of the1253

resources above to their fullest extent.1254

We would like to thank J. Va’vra, B. Ratcliff, and1255

B. Wisniewski for their useful discussions and technical1256

information they provided about the BaBar DIRC. We1257

thank M. Benettoni and INFN of Padova for computer1258

models of the BaBar DIRC box. Finally, we would like to1259

acknowledge our colleagues in the GlueX collaboration1260

that helped us formulate this proposal.1261

VII. APPENDIX1262

Figure 29 shows the expected distribution of photons1263

on the PMT plane for charged pions intersecting the1264

DIRC at various locations. The GlueX design greatly1265

reduces the overlap in the patterns. There are still side1266

reflections for hits in the bars that are farthest from the1267

beam line. These reflections could be removed by instru-1268

menting an additional 300 mm along the length of the1269

FOB with PMTs; however, the cost of this extra instru-1270

mentation outweighs the benefits as it is unlikely to get1271

particles near the limits of π/K separation in this region.1272
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TABLE V. Estimated material cost for the GlueX FDIRC in thousands of dollars. Costs for alternate photosensor and readout
options are shown in brackets but not included in total estimated cost. These costs do not include manpower, overhead, or
project management costs.

Item Estimated Cost [k$]

Focussing oil box:

New wedge material, machining, and polishing $190

Wedge assembly infrastructure $15

Oil (CARGILLE) $120

Focusing oil box $10

Mirrors $40

Photosensors and readout:

LAPPD: 26 tiles × $6 $156

LAPPD PSEC4 readout: 900 channels × $0.20 $180

( LAPPD TDC readout: 900 channels × $0.30 ) ( $270 )

( MaPMT: 318 H8500 MaPMTs × $2.5 ) ( $795 )

( MaPMT MAROC3 readout: 318 × $0.83 ) ( $262 )

Detector support structure $50

Bar box transport to Jefferson Lab $30

Calibration, monitoring, and control systems $40

Total estimated material cost $831
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FIG. 29. Comparison of the (right) original SLAC design to the (left) adapted version of the camera for GlueX. The figures
correspond to the following: (top) a hit in the bar the far from the beam line; (middle) a hit in the central part of a box; and
(bottom) a hit in the bar closest to the beam line.
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